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Overview
The Digital Electronics Basics series present the fundamental theories and concepts taught at entry level electronics courses at both 2 year and 4 year institutions. This series of content provides
examples to professors to enable them to easily teach concepts to students, who can develop a solid underlying knowledge of digital electronics using NI solution. This series focuses on some of the
basic theory as well as providing the NI Multisim circuits to enable practical implementation and experimentation as homework for students.
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1. In this Chapter
We begin this chapter by studying the Multiplexers and Demultiplexers and understanding the fundamentals. Then we examine two example circuits which can be used by any educator or student to
verify our results using NI Multisim.

If you do not have NI Multisim installed on your computer you can download a free 30 day evaluation at http://www.ni.com/multisim/try/

2. Example Courses
Listed below are example courses that teach this concept at their schools.

Course Name School Learn More

Digital Electronics Basics Macomb Community College http://www.macomb.edu/noncms/search/courses/coursekey.asp?coursekey=ELEC-1211

Digital Circuits I Henry Ford Community College https://my.hfcc.edu/site_manager/Catalog_Manager/courses/view_course1.asp?id=21589

Digital Circuits II Henry Ford Community College https://my.hfcc.edu/site_manager/Catalog_Manager/courses/view_course1.asp?id=21701

 

3. Multiplexers
A multiplexer is a combinational digital logic switching device that has multiple inputs and one output. In addition to the input and output lines, the multiplexer has data select lines through which the
data passed from an input line to the output line is determined [1] as shown below:

[1]

Based on the number of input data lines, we can determine the number of the select data lines since it is always a power of 2. For example if we have 4 input lines we will need 2 data select lines to
control it since 2  = 4 . Similarly, if we have 16 input lines we will need 4 data select lines since 2  = 16 , and so on [1].2 4

Let us now implement a multiplexer circuit and observe our findings and compare to the theory above.

4. Example Circuit
STEP 1: Using NI Multisim, open circuit file “mux.ms12”. You will find the circuit below:

http://www.ni.com/multisim/try/
http://www.ni.com/
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[3]

STEP 2: Double click on the Logic Analyzer instrument ‘XLA1’ to open its front panel and then run the simulation. While the simulation is running, toggle the data select lines and the input to different
combinations and compare to the truth table studied earlier.

You will notice that for example the output will be low (0) when you select 0 0 for the data select lines (which refer to the input 0 or the top most input line). Similarly, if you chose 0 1 for the data
select lines (which refer to the 2  input line) the output will be high (1):nd

Thus we have confirmed the functionality of this multiplexer circuit according to the theory of operation we studied at the beginning of this tutorial.

5. Demultiplexers
A demultiplexer is a combinational digital logic switching device that has a single input line and multiple outputs. In addition to the input and output lines, the demultiplexer has data select lines
through which the data passed from the input line to an output line is determined [2] as shown below:

[2]

Based on the number of output data lines, we can determine the number of select data lines since it is always a power of 2. For example if we have 4 output lines we will need 2 data select lines to
control it since 2  = 4. Similarly, if we have 16 output lines we will need 4 data select lines since 2  = 16, and so on [2].2 4
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Let us now implement a demultiplexer circuit and observe our findings and compare to the theory above.

6. Example Circuit
STEP 3: Using NI Multisim, open circuit file “demux.ms12”. You will find the circuit below:

STEP 4: Run the simulation then toggle the data select lines to different combinations and compare to the truth table studied earlier.

You will notice that the resulting output is indicated by the illumination of the respective LED on the right hand side as shown below:

Thus we have confirmed the functionality of this demultiplexer circuit according to the theory of operation we studied at the beginning of this tutorial.

7. NI Suggested Solution
National Instruments offers a number of products that combine to provide a scalable and powerful teaching platform for educators. The solution includes:

NI Multisim circuit teaching environment: Combining an intuitive circuit definition environment, with powerful SPICE simulation technology, educators can use NI Multisim to easily teach the
ins-and-outs of circuits in a safe environment.

NI ELVIS teaching and measurement platform allows educators to provide students with a compact, all-in-one unit for their measurement and analysis needs. Combining an oscilloscope, function
generator, DMM, bode analyzer and 8 other instruments into a small platform; it simplifies the laboratory experience for students and lab instructors.
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